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10.
ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES.

[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, vol. ιv. (1843), pp. 102—112 ]
Suppose a curve defined by the equation U = 0, U being a rational and integral function of the m^^ order of the coordinates x, y. It may always be assumed, without loss of generality, that the terms involving x^, y'^, both of them appear in U; and also that the coefficient of y'^ is equal to unity: for in any particular curve where this was not the case, by transforming the axes, and dividing the new equation by the coefficient of y'^, the conditions in question would become satisfied. Let Hm denote the terms of U, which are of the order m, and let y — ax, y — βx... y — ∖x be the factors of H^. If the quantities a, β ...λ are all of them different, the curve is said to have a number of asymptotic directions equal to the degree of its equation. Such curves only will be considered in the present paper, the consideration of the far more complicated theory of those curves, the number of whose asymptotic directions is less than the degree of their equation, being entirely rejected. Assuming, then, that the factors of Hm arθ all of them different, we may deduce from the equation U = 0, by known methods, the series

• (i)∙

and these being obtained, we have, identically. ..(2),
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10] ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES. 47the negative powers of x on the second side, in point of fact, destroying each other. Supposing in general that fx containing positive and negative powers of x, Efx denotes the function which is obtained by the rejection of the negative powers, we may write
I the symbol E being necessary in the present case, because, when the series are 
I continued only to the power x~∞+∖ the negative powers no longer destroy each other.
I We may henceforward consider E as originally given by the equation (3), thelwι(w+l) quantities α, a'...»·’"*, ∕S, /3'.../S*’”’,... λ, λ'...λ<^> satisfying the equations 
I obtained from the supposition that it is possible to determine the following terms ∣q[(to+i), y3(∞+i) ... χ(wι+i)^ _ _ gθ terms containing negative powers of x, on the
I second side of equation (2), vanish. It is easily seen that α, yS... λ, α', β' ...∖' are 
I entirely arbitrary, a", β" ...∖" satisfy a single equation involving only the preceding 
I quantities, α'", β''' ...λ'" two equations involving the quantities which precede them, land so on, until α<*"∙>, which satisfy (w—1) relations involving the precedingIquantities. Thus the m(m+l') quantities in question satisfy lm(m-l) equations, or ∣they may be considered as functions of m(m+ 1} — (m-1)+ arbitrary■constants. Hence the value of U, given by the equation (3), is the most general- lexpression for a function of the order. It is to be remarked also that the■quantities ... ......... are all of them completely determinable asBfunctions of a, ... λ,... α<*">, β'''^'^

I The advantage of the above mode of expressing the function U, is the facility ■obtained by means of it for the elimination of the variable y from the equation ■ f7=0, and any other analogous one F = 0. In fact, suppose F expressed in the same ■manner as U, or by the equation 
ftι being the degree of the function F. It is almost unnecessary to remark, that

B... K,... ... are to be considered as functions of ^w(n + 3) arbitrary■constants, and that the subsequent ... can be completely determined
Ks functions of these. Determining the values of y from the equation (3), viz. the ^alues given by the equations (2); substituting these successively in the equation 

^ftnalogous to (2), and taking the product of the quantities so obtained, also observing ^Hhat this product must be independent of negative powers of x, the result of the ^ftlimination may be written down under the form . (6),
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48 ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES. [10the series in { j being continued only to because the terms after this pointproduce in the whole product only terms involving negative powers of x. It is for the same reason that the series in ( ), in the equations (3) and (4), are only continued to the terms involving respectively.The first side of the equation (6) is of the order wn, in x, as it ought to be. But it is easy to see, from the form of the expression, in what case the order of the first side reduces itself to a number less than mn. Thus, if n be not greater than m, and the following equations be satisfied.
....(7),

the degree of the equation (6) is evidently mn — r — s ... — υ, or the curves U = 0, V = 0 intersect in this number only of points. If mn — r — s... - v = Q, the curves CA = 0 and 
V= 0 do not intersect at all, and if mn — r—s — v be negative, = — ω suppose, the equation (6) is satisfied identically; or the functions U, V have a common factor, the number ω expressing the degree of this factor in x, y.Supposing the function V given arbitrarily, it may be required to determine ΐ7, so that the curves U = 0, K= 0 intersect in a number mn — k points. This may in general be done, and done in a variety of ways, for any value of k from unity to ⅜w (-zn + 3). I shall not discuss the question generally at present, nor examine into the meaning j of the quantity mn — ∣w {m + 3) { = ∣w {2n — m — 3)} becoming negative, but confine ' myself to the simple case of U and V, both of them functions of the second order. 1 It is required, then, to find the equations of all those curves of the second order j which intersect a given curve of the second order in a number of points less than four.Assume in general
then Λ'', B" satisfy Λ" + B" = Q, and putting B'‘ and therefore Λ" =and reducing, we obtain
Similarly assume
then a", β" satisfy a" + β" = 0, and putting and therefore α" =reducing, we obtain
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10] ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES. 49Suppose(1) U =0, F=0 intersect in three points, we must have a=A, or the curve 
U≈Q must have one of its asymptotes parallel to one of the asymptotes of F = 0.(2) The curves intersect in two points. We must have α = √l, α' = √l', or else α = j4, β = B∙, i.e. U=0 must have one of its asymptotes coincident with one of the asymptotes of the curve F= 0, or else it must have its two asymptotes parallel to those of F = 0. The latter case is that of similar and similarly situated curves.(3) Suppose the curves intersect in a single point only. Then either α = A, 
a' = A', a"=A", which it is easy to see gives
or else α=j4, α' = √4', β=B, which is the case of one of the asymptotes of the curve ∖ U = 0, coinciding with one of those of the curve F = 0, and the remaining asymptotes parallel. As for the first case, if α, are the transverse axes, θ, θι the inclinations of the two asymptotes to each other, these four quantities are connected bv the equation
and besides, one of the asymptotes of the first curve is coincident with one of the asymptotes of the second. This is a remarkable case; it may be as well to verify that JJ=Q, F = 0 do intersect in a single point only. Multiplying the first equation 

y — Bx — B', the second by y — βx- β', and subtracting, the result is
reducible to

I Combining this with F = 0, we have an equation of the form y — Bx — D = 0. And 
I from this and y — Ax — (7 = 0, x, y are determined by means of a simple equation,
I (4) Lastly, when the curves do not intersect at all. Here a = A, a'= A', β = B, 
I β' = B', or the asymptotes of U = Q coincide with those of F = 0; i. e. the curves are ■ similar, similarly situated, and concentric: or else a = A, a' = A', a" = A", β = B∙, here 
lor the required curve has one of its asymptotes coincident with one of those of the 
I proposed curve; the remaining two asymptotes are parallel, and the magnitudes of the 
I curves are equal.
I In general, if two curves of the orders m and n, respectively, are such that r 
I asymptotes of the first are parallel to as many of the second, s out of these asymptotes I c. 7 
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50 ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES. [10being coincident in the two curves, the number of points of intersection is mn -r-s∖ but the converse of this theorem is not true.In a former paper. On the Intersection of Curves, [δ], I investigated the number of arbitrary constants in the equation of a curve of a given order p subjected to pass through the mn points of intersection of two curves of the orders m and n respectively. The reasoning there employed is not applicable to the case where the two curves intersect in a number of points less than mn. In fact, it was assumed that, IF = 0 being the equation of the required curve, W was of the form ulI+vV; u, v being polynomials of the degrees p - m, p — n respectively. This is, in point of fact, true in the case there considered, viz. that in which the two curves intersect in mn points; but where the number of points of intersection is less than this, u, υ may be assumed polynomials of an order higher than p — m, p — n, and yet uU+vV reduce itself to the order ρ. The preceding investigations enable us to resolve the question for every possible case.Considering then the functions U, V determined as before by the equations (3), (4), suppose, in the first place, we have a system of equations ....(8).Assume 

whenceSuppose

= ∏ suppose.In this expression ΕΎ, are of the degrees m — t, n —t, ΔT, ΔΨ of the degree— 1, and P, Q, P — Q of the degrees t, t, i — 1 respectively. The terms of ∏ are therefore of the degrees m + n — t — 1, m — 1, n — 1 respectively, and the largest of these is in general m + n — i — 1. Suppose, however, that m -∖- n — t — 1 is equal to τn — 1 (it cannot be inferior to it), then t = n; Ψ becomes equal to unity, or ∆Ψ vanishes. The remaining two terms of ∏ are ΕΎ (P — Q), P∆T, which are of the degrees m-l, ii — 1 respectively. ∏ is still of the degree m—1, supposing w>w. If τn = n, the term P^T vanishes. ∏ is still of the degree m — 1. Hence in every case the degree of ∏ is wi + w — t— 1: assuming always that P — Q does not reduce itself to a degree lower than t — 1, (which is always the case as long as the equations 
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10] ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES. 51
a' = Λ', β' = B' θ' = PΓ are not all of them satisfied simultaneously). It will be seen presently that we shall gain in symmetry by wording the theorem thus: the degree of ∏ is equal to the greatest of the two quantities w + n — t— 1, w —1.Suppose next, in addition to the equations (8), we haveequations,

I Then, taking T', ψ', P', Q,' the analogous quantities to T, Ψ, P, Q, and putting
I we have, as before, 

■'i’he degree of P' — Q' is t'(unless simultaneously α" = √l", β" = B" ζ" = F'∖ in ■which case the degree may be lower). The degrees, therefore, of the terms of ∏' are 
Λm+n-t'-2, n-l,m-l. Or we may say that the degree of 1Γ is equal to the ⅛^rcatest of the quantities m->fn-t' — 2, τn — 1 ; though to establish this proposition in Λihe case where t' = n — 1 would require some additional considerations.J Continuing in this manner until we come to the quantity the degree ofHhis quantity is the greatest of the two numbers m, + n — — k, m — 1. And we ’βnay suppose that none of the equations α(*)=J,<**..........are satisfied, so that the series
Bl, ∏'......... ∏(⅛→) is not to be continued beyond this point.■ Considering now the equation of the curve passing through the⅛∣oints of intersection of U=0, V=Q, we may write ...(9),■or the required equation; the dimensions of u, v, p, p' being respectively≡)-w, p—w; p — 77⅛-n+i+lorp — -ZTi+l;
I p —n + f + 2orp-τη + Ι; ..........p — m — n + + k or p — m + l,lhe lowest of the two numbers being taken for the dimensions of p, p'...p^^~^∖ Also, 
If any of these numbers become negative, the corresponding term is to be rejected. In saying that the degrees of p, p'..........have these actual values, it is supposedlhat the degrees of ∏, 1Γ......... actually ascend to the greatest of the valuesIp-771—n + i+l, orw — 1; Z7λ + τ7 - f — 2, orw — 1; — m + n — + k, er m — 1.Bhe cases of exception to this are when several of the consecutive numbers t, t'■re equal. In this case the corresponding terms of the series ∏, ∏' are ■Iso equal. Suppose for instance t, t' were equal, ∏, ∏' would also be equal. A term ■f p of an order higher by unity than p — m — n +1 +1, or p —7Z7÷1, which is the ■ighest term admissible, produces in a term identical with one of the terms of ■'Π; so that nothing is gained in generality by admitting such terms into p. The B∣uation (9), with the preceding values for the dimensions of p, p'..........p'^~'∖ may be
I 7—2
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52 ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES. [10employed, therefore, even when several consecutive terms of the series t, t'..........areequal. It will be convenient also to assume that ρ — m, is not negative, or at least for greater simplicity to examine this case in the first place.
u, U, and v, V, contain terms of the form x^y^U, a + β ~)f- p — m, 7÷δ≥∙p-w;jD∏ contains terms of this form, and in addition terms for which α + β = p + 1 — w, 7 q- δ = p + 1 — n. It is useless to repeat the former terms, so that we may assume for p, a homogeiieous function of the order ρ — m — n÷i + l, or p — w+l; in which case consists only of terms for which a + β = p + 1 — m, ty + ^ = p-{-l-n. And the general expression of p contains p — τη—n÷i + 2, or p — m +2, arbitrary constants. Similarly jt)'∏' contains terms of the form of those in uU, vV, j>∏, and also terms for which 

a+β = p + 2— m, 7+δ = p+ 2- n; the latter terms only need be considered, or p' may be assumed to be a homogeneous function of the order p-m-n+t' + 2, or p —τn÷l, containing therefore p — m — n —1' + S, or p — m + 2 arbitrary constants.Similarly contains p — m — n + + k + 1 or p — m + 2 arbitrary constants.Assume
λvhere, in forming the value of V the least of the two quantities in ( ) is to be taken; this value also, if negative, being replaced by zero. The number of arbitrary constants in p, p' ...p‘^~^'' is consequently equal to V.The numbers of arbitrary constants in u, v, are respectively
i.e.thus the whole number of arbitrary constants in W, diminished by unity (since nothing is gained in generality, by leaving the coefficient (for instance of τ∕'*) indeterminate, instead of supposing it equal to unity) becomes
reducible to

By the reasonings contained in the paper already referred to, if p 4 Z; — m - n +1 be positive, to find the number of really disposable constants in W, we must subtract from this number a number ⅜ (p ÷ k — m — n + 1) (p + k — ιn - n + 2). Hence, calling <j> the number of disposable constants in IK, we have
where ∙∙(11),.,(12),

positive; and given by the equation (9).
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101 ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES. 53Also, if θ be the number of points through which the curve W = 0 can be drawn, 
including the points of intersection of the curves Z7 = 0, V = 0, then

.. (13).Any particular cases may be deduced with the greatest facility from these general formulae. Thus, supposing the curves to intersect in the complete number of points mn, we have
S’ being zero or unity according as ∣ Reducing, we have,
and for

Suppose, in the next place, the curves have t parallel pairs of asymptotes, none of these pairs being coincident. Then

In these formulae, if t be equal to 2 or greater than 2, the limiting conditions are more conveniently written
Similarly may the solution of the question be explicitly obtained when the curves have t asymptotes parallel, and t' out of these coincident, but the number of separate formulae will be greater.In conclusion, I may add the following references to two memoirs on the present subject: the conclusions in one point of view are considerably less general even than those of my former paper, though much more so in another. Jacobi, Theoremata de punctis intersectionis duarum curvarum algebraicarum; Crelles Journal, vol. xv. [1836, pp. 285—308]; Plucker, Theoremes generaux concernant les equations a plusieurs variables, d’un degre quelconque entre un nombre quelconque d’inconnues. D’ vol. xvi. [1837, pp. 47—57].
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54 ON THE THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES. [10
Addition.As an exemplification of the preceding formulae, and besides as a question interesting in itself, it may be proposed to determine the asymptotic, curves of the ?’*’* order of a given curve having all its asymptotic directions distinct,—r being any number less than the degree of the equation of the given curve.Definition. A curve of the order, which intersects a given curve of the 7??^ order in a number of points, = mr — ⅜r (?’ + 3), is said to be an asymptotic curve of the order to the curve in question. Suppose, as before, U = 0 being the equationto the given curve.

and let θ, φ ... ω denote any combination of r terms out of the series α...λ, and θ', φ'...ω', I (⅛c. ... the corresponding terms out of α'...λ', &c. Then, writing I

(where the quantities φ(≡>, ψ(m-υ, ψ<m), Ω,'... are entirely determinate, since, by what has preceded, θ', φ'... Γi' satisfy a certain equation, θ", φ", ... ∩" two equations.........φ(wι)j _ _ D<’")(7n —1) equations), we have F=0 for the required equation of the asymptotic curve. It is obvious that the whole number of asymptotic curves of the order r, is n {n — 1) ... {n — r + 1), viz. 1 . 2 ... r curves for each combination of 7j_(n—asymptotes. Some particular instances of asymptotic curves will be found in a memoir by M. Plucker, Lionville s Journal, vol. i. [1836, pp. 229—252], Enumeration des courbes du quatrieme ordre, &c. The general theory does not seem to be one to w’hich much attention has been paid.
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